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As a parallel to the space of compositional functions Cs2 [ 1, 1]d defined above, we now define
a corresponding class of deep networks DN,2 ( ). The space DN,2 ( ) will consist of all deep
networks that use the activation function and themselves have a binary tree architecture.
However, the network having a binary tree architecture does not mean the architecture
applies at the level of an artificial neuron; let us explain. Recall that an artificial neuron is
the function:
⌘(x) = (hx, wi + b) .
Define a node ⌘(x) as, essentially, a one hidden layer neural network that has been embedded
in a larger network:
⌘(x) =

N
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N
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↵(k) (hx, wk i + b(k)) .

A deep network f 2 DN,2 has the binary tree architecture with respect to its nodes,
meaning that it consists of many nodes composed together according to some binary tree,
and each node ⌘(z) takes as input a two-dimensional vector z 2 R2 . The sub-index N means
that each node is in Mm,2 ( ) with
m = N/|V | ,

V = non-leaf vertices of the binary tree.

That is, ⌘ 2 Mm,2 ( ) and each such node has m = N/|V | neurons; figure 29 illustrates
the idea. The following proposition shows the number of trainable parameters of a network
f 2 DN,2 is 4N .
Proposition 9.5. Let d = 2J for some J
a network f 2 DN,2 ( ) is 4N .

0. Then the number of trainable parameters of

Proof. If d = 2J then the number of leaves in the binary tree is d = 2J and the number of
non-leaf nodes is (using a formula for geometric series):
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Figure 29: A deep neural network f 2 DN,2 with the binary tree structure on its nodes ⌘(z), each
of which takes an input z 2 R2 and outputs a scalar, after passing z through m neurons.

Since each node ⌘ 2 Mm,2 ( ) it has (2 + 2)m = 4m trainiable parameters. With d
nodes in f , the number of trainable parameters is:
(d

1)4m = 4

1 such

N
m = 4N .
m

Therefore networks in MN,d ( ) have (d + 2)N trainable parameters and networks in
DN,2 ( ) have 4N trainable parameters. If the dimension d is fixed, then both styles of networks have O(N ) trainable parameters.
Now let us compare the performance of shallow networks from MN,d ( ) to deep networks
from DN,2 ( ). The main point that these results will emphasize is the following. The space
Cs2 [ 1, 1]d ✓ Cs [ 1, 1]d , which means one layer neural networks can approximate any function F 2 Cs2 [ 1, 1]d . However, they will not take advantage of the compositional structure
of F . On the other hand, a network f 2 DN,2 ( ) with a binary tree structure on its nodes
that matches (or contains as a subgraph) the compositional binary tree structure of F can
take advantage of the structure of F and circumvent the curse of dimensionality. Let us now
describe the results in more detail.
In [19] the following one-layer theorem is proved, which is simliar to Theorem 8.11, but
gives the rate of convergence for a large class of activation functions.
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Theorem 9.6 (Mhaskar 1996, [19]). Let
F 2 Cs [ 1, 1]d with kF kCs [ 1,1]d  1,
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neurons in the one hidden layer of f .
Note that since Theorem 9.6 applies to Cs [ 1, 1]d it also applies to Cs2 [ 1, 1]d , and as
examples such as the one described in Section 9.1 show, the result cannot be improved. Now
let us restrict attention to Cs2 [ 1, 1]d and consider the class DN,2 ( ) of deep networks with
binary tree nodal structure.
Theorem 9.7 (Poggio, et al., [18]). Let 2 C1 (R) not be a polynomial. Let F 2 Cs2 [ 1, 1]d
and let {H 2 Cs [ 1, 1]2 } be the constituent functions of F , each satisfying kH kCs [ 1,1]2 
1. Then,
inf kF f kL1 [ 1,1]d  C(d, s)N s/2 .
f 2DN,2 ( )

Stated another way, in order to guarantee
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